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Author's response to reviews:

P3. Line 18: changed "Essentially stating..." to "In essence stating..."
P5.Line 4/5: rewritten sentence... "These hypotheses have too often been limited to one organ site or have been overlooked."
P5. line 16-18: rewritten sentence... "In the absence of these salient findings, in cases where the history and death scene were not congruent with SIDS, experienced pathologists would consider alternative diagnoses."
P5. Line 35: change "characterise" to "characterize"
P6. Line 11: decapitalised..."apoptosis detection using"
P7. Line 18: deleted..."was recorded"
P15. Line 1: changed "along" to "a long"
P15. Line 21: insert the word "goal": i.e. "toward this goal"
P16. Line 11: change last words..."babies, their mothers and the community."
P16. Lines 12, 19 & 20: font increased to 12 point
P26. realigned names on last column